News Release
Maple 6 Wins ComputED Learning Lab Education Software Award
"EDDIE" Award Recognizes Innovative and Content Rich Software for Educators
WATERLOO, Canada, August 17, 2000 - Waterloo Maple Inc., the leading provider of
advanced mathematical software solutions for education, research, and industrial applications, is
proud to announce that ComputED's Learning Lab, a leading computer education resource in San
Diego, has selected Maple 6 as one of the winners of its' 5th Annual Education Software Review
Awards (EDDIE).
Tom Lee, vice president of marketing comments, "This award constitutes formal recognition of
Waterloo Maple's continued commitment to technological innovation and support of new
education techniques".
Maple 6 is the recipient of the prestigious EDDIE Award in the mathematics category for postsecondary education. This is a first EDDIE Award for Waterloo Maple's core Maple software
technology.
The awards are aimed at recognizing innovative and content-rich programs, which are
appropriate for use by educators to augment the classroom curriculum and improve teacher
productivity. Winners are selected from hundreds of titles submitted by software publishers from
around the world. Selection is based on academic content, potential for broad classroom use,
technical merit, subject approach, and quality of management system. All submitted software
titles are made available to school districts, teachers, and the public through ComputED's
Educational Software Preview.
The judging took place at the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, California on July 8, 2000.
The Gazette, published by ComputED, sponsors this national award.
About Waterloo Maple
Founded in 1988, Waterloo Maple is a world leader in mathematical and analytical software. The
Maple system embodies advanced technology such as symbolic computation, infinite precision
numerics, and a powerful 4GL language for solving a wide range of mathematical problems
encountered in modeling and simulation, and in technical education. Over a million users have
adopted Waterloo Maple products as their preferred platform for exploring and managing
complex problems in engineering, science, mathematics, and education. Virtually every major
university and research institution in the world, including MIT, Stanford, Oxford, and Waterloo,
has adopted Maple products to enhance their education and research activities. Waterloo Maple's
industrial customer base includes Nortel, Raytheon, Boeing, and DaimlerChrysler.
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